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ASUNM •& RHSA are spon•
soring an aluminum and
newspaper recycling center.
Hours are from B a.m.
6
p.m. in the parking lot
behind Santa Clara Dorm.
Aluminum
should
be
smashed and papers wrap·

to

I:•

_.Thursday, April 28,,1977.
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By Christine Hamm·orid
The. unit is small and far more
KUNM has applied for· a $62,000 portable than t,he. par!\phe~alia
federal grant, Paul ·Mansfield, the requi~~d. :fqrJ-I)y·· present remote .
setup. ·. _
.
station manager' said.•.
Mansfield. said, the far-re~ching. ·
··•Two of •he main things we
usefulness.
or this ·system· ·would be
would like tQ use the grant for
employed
for such .events as the
an audio production fa,cility and .a
Ne.W.:Mexico.Sy.mphony
Qrchestra's
· stereo remote microwave system,"
concerts-.
'in
ttae
park,
besides
the
Man~field s~fl··
·
ntany news possibilities.
The microwave system would
.. .. ::::'.'
.
Another featu~e of the system is
·· ·.. KUNM f!lscJocteyLoralne Kysar~·.,_· ..... ·:··
allow .the station to instantly its stereo capacity. Jt ··can be
. ..
.
broadcast live anywhere within 20 separated ' into two mono units
.
miles of the station. Because of which would enable news feeds
11We know we have a selective
••we requested people to calJ·in
As one of the. most informed
New Mexico's geography, ·a further from two separate locatio~s for live· participants in radio, Mansfield has· audience," he said. ••we've .got any l)rogram changes they thought
broadcast range could be possible. · broadcast, he said.
quite · a different managerial some real 'addicts' for the speciality would. improve KUNM. and the
present programming came out
position •han most other stati()n . proJrams."
favorable," he said. "We want our
managers. Whereas commercial
. listeners to realize that they ·are the
.... radio .stations a..-e run by sales, ·
He said he would like to see the radio.''
Mansfield can be; in tlie position of
dealins with t.he philosophy behind , business school conduct a scientific
detailed PSY-chographic survey for
the station's output.
'Mansfield said he could not work •
KUNM.
Psychographies
denote not
.
I .
.
in
comm~rical radio as it is now.
only
the
age·and
sex
of
the
listener,·
••KUNM is a leader rather than a
41
Commercial
radio is not
follower," Mansfield said...The but also his like and ~!slikes.
broadcast~oriented;
they are
autocratic establishment· in com·
mercial· radio precludes any creative
..Sometimes.· when you do market-oriented. I think com~ activity."
something, you wonder if anyone mercial radio will undergo many
changes in the next ten years,"
. . -· ..
heard it," Mansfield siad.
..
He said 'hat when record·
'
.
companies have .new material., they · KUN~''S slogan is .. two-way
He said individual· markets are
, know
· radio~r; and it
employing · m~ch. ~~re ... ($\iosYI'\.~ratic than~·
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~~~·~.: . ::::~ . ... KUNM's.studio production room Is manned by Opetations·
·~·: .
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Po1ic8"&.:Student Relations
A Sensitive Subject
Harris DisappbiQted·:
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With Energy Plan
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By Rollert R. Lee
people: It (the. fuel price proposal)
·. By Robert Almy •
: police relations surfaces when
A .freshman im::)litecture student
Freel Harris, forme.J. U.S. Senator shouldn't pass in Congress; and l
The quality of relations between students feelings are miffed. An who wishes to remain anonymous.
and a political science professor at don't think it wiU.u
Campus .Police and students has incident that occurred on April 21. witnessed the incident and
UNM, said yesterday h>e was
Harris-went on to say. "There Amproved dramatically since Berry 1977 demonstrates how relations described the campus policeman
·"disappointed" Witli aspects of should have.been more attention to Cox, director of:police and parJting can rapidly deteriorate; The iri- who was asking people to move
President <tatter's enerSY policy, · objective standards o·r con- services, has been at UNM, said· cident centered around a female back and not interfere with the '
but called Carter's proposals ••a servation." For example, Harris Anthony Oliver, assistant dean of student who was being given a citation a5 "extremely defensive,
solid beginning/' . ...... ·· ·· ,
. said, fuel-consumption standards students.
citation ro·r. having her dog non~cooperativ~~ pushy and inHarris .said the poliGy brings the for automobiles -should be
Student relations with Campus unleashed on campus.
·
(CqntinuedonPagtiO)
e~ergy issue into focus. ''Congress established for individual cars, arid
Police have soured only three times
·
has got to act now," hesaid4
· not fottheautomobileindustryas a during the last year where the office ·
The former Oklahoma senator· whole · as President Carter has· of the dean of students was aP..
.
• .
said there are· t~o pr~blems with. proposed. . .· •
. .
proa<:hed by ~tudents.
&uMI~~
"These ·obj~tive conservation
Oliver 'Said, !•we try to get the
; ·: .
. measures, which create riO new student to . talk With, Lieutenant
.
· bUreaucracy, .and which involve no Alex Roybal or Mr. Cox.'' This
discrimination a_s to how they .are effort to focus at the informal level
,.
. applied, wouldn't hit the working . is·· aimed at getting the parties
"l~~:
·' people as rising~fuel prices W()uld."
together' and· get communication
' Asked if he· Jhought President · going again. . · . .
.
Carter will have to back down on
· OliNer said he ·tries to get the
his support· for human rights in student an answer to the complaint.
order to obtain an arms limitation Even though the student may not
agreement from the Soviets, .Harris
· · with the reply, ,the com.:.
said; "No. I tl'nd.,wffat,he''s.doing · ·
·
·
thC..tWQ.partie§'.
really thrilling. For tlte :firshime,in ·<l.!li•a.-..~..-~~~o........,. . ~.,.j
.iif--.resolving . · ·
r
·r~ent memory there•s .been an
differences.
attempt io mak~ our foreign policy
If a student has exhausted all
·.
conform with our expressed informal· channels there is now
ideals:•• ·
.
- · ""
further recourse. A few weeks ago
UNM Prot. Fred Hartis
Harris · also talked about the . the facultY senate and the regents. ··•
t ·- ;.. Carter's energy plan.
.
publication -of his fourth book, approved· the students' standards · ·
1
.. First of all, it doesn't change Potomac F.ever, which he described
and grievance ·procedure for the
f i' ~ . our dependence on non-renewable ·as ua. persoriidr,.~. ao.od·humored· University which can be used for
fuels. There ought to have been a ntemoft · of . twelve years · in· such complaints, Oliver. said. This
·• .'.
,_,
massive
commitment
to
developing
~Washington.;,.·
·
·
.
pt«edure
can
also
be
used
for.
.,
.
....
..,
solar power directly into elec::tricity;
The bookbeaan. Harris .said, as a inappropriate ·consideration of a
we have the technofoiY now.. it just magazine .,.,~:ide, :on Lyndon . pade -or dismmination, tor sex or
~ . · .• ·hasn't been ecoriomically feasible.
Johnson; a friend· sug1ested the . ethnic: group. ,· .. · ·· .
.· .
J
· •
· ••secondly, 1 do not. believe
article would make good material · • Oliver said, 41 This is somethins1 ·
~
raisins" the price-or fuel by 1axafion for a book. UJ set it. aside while t . had ~0.ped
.. · .· .•. (ofa longtime~ Ther~. is . c.·.···m·p·.·.•..•>. .a.,.~ ....·.tn"'. . E.n.·.·.,··o·.'·c.·em. e.·..nt .ollice. l'. s. h.·.an Orliz ... ·n·
f
or other means is the way to go; it's was running for President,". !laid now a two~way street."
.
· , , . .· .
.,."••" •
· ..
.· · . ,, · .
' "'~ '
.
~- '· · ..,_"not-aoina to have much effett on · Harris, "and finished it jusi before . · • :rhe sensitive area of student- municates wlfh a UNM student, Paul Str.asse.
4CcNHlnued-on
.,
•
.,.
S)
·
·
·
•
·
·
· demand, ·and it's unfair to working
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Due to 'Favors'

NewMexieo

DAILY LOBO.
Vol. 81
No.142
Pol\:20, University P.O •• UNM
Albuquerque, N.M. 87131
Editorial Phone (505) 2774102, 277-420~.
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·· CIA. Fires Two
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LINED far
inoide
comfort.

Model801
You've heard of
the Bose 901 's
now come listen to
the amazing Ampex 801!

,, __

BUY NOW
AND SAVE

,.

!lnuutatu
Qt altt

New MexiCo's Largest Home·Owned Independent Bank
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We sound better.

MODEL CTS 2121
Stereo Cassette Recorder

Get
This
'

SX-750
AM/FM Stereo
Receiver
....,_, . ... ""_.,__.

P1oneer SX-450
AM/FM Stereo Receiver
• BIC920"F" with
base, dustcover
and SHURE cartridge
• ECI Super 8 two-way
speakers with
'"''"'"'cabinet

----~

'./

• Large meters
• Separate bias and equi/ization

s14s-::·a:·~~·e.
Peeee€piif •"'•; i i i i •

CT·F2121
Cassette
Recorder

BUY NOW
AND SAVE

sgggs

.·

Cash, Checks
Bank·
Ame.icard

t
f

&

t
1

*

"I

Ask About
Our 10-Month
No Interest
Layaway

San\uL

FOR ONLY·

•

We Accept:

:)

• Sansui 5050 AM/FM .,.1111 ay
Stereo Receiver
BIC 940"8" belt drive
I t~•rnl:ablle with
base, dustcover
and cartridge

with either of
these :two systems

direct drive
turntable
with base,
and dustcover

~. !

)1

J

MODEL6060

StuCIIO

1)

:>eries

90·mtnute cassette

M91 ED Stereo
Cartridge

S.275

11"'·2ol unaeruabn

Jenson
. co-axial
speakers

d·ll r.HiK o.lf:L"

3-way

. . t&fJI-

spea 1 "~r

·

PIONEEA
TS-691
6J<9 Dual cone speakers

Member FDIC

. 6307 Menaul NE • 881-522·3

.

During Custom Hi·Fi's all-time
Custom Court Attack when you
buy the EC11254H speakers
.for $225 each we'll give you
the Pioneer SX-550
AM/FM Stereo
Retcei•ver absol
free!!

·algh· School ,aird ·(;~liege.

Th~ First. National Bank in Albuquerque

0

"0

- .

Bring· your 1977 diploma to any office
of First National Bank and we'll open
~ 11 ··~, ... ~f;,~h*cltilfg~~c~·onnt~hi:.your name with
NO SERVICE CHARGE for one Yt:ar.
Offer ends July 1,1977. First National
Bank. congratulates you and wishes you
success· in your future education or career.

.,... .,.,~..,....,...~~.Ill~ ·. ,11!/1.:~-~.o:-~

.....'

•• ·

WASHINGTON-A Columbia University doctor Wednesday
suggested that a hormonal imbalance resulting in abnormal levels of
· female sex hormones in men may be a key factor in heart attacks.
Dr .. Gerald P. Phillips reported a high correlation in the increased
level of the female sex hormone estradiol with oth.er factors
associated in some way with heart attacks-diabetes-like sugar and
insulin abnormalities and elevated levels of fats in the blooc!.

~, · GradUating S~niors

This medium weight backpacking boot is built
· on American lasts to fit American feet. It is
designed for rugged terrain with backpacks o!
25 pounds or more- and constructed to prov1de
:protection against rocks from sole to ankle.
· Hiker's companion boot-the Gretchen 11. is available in ladies' and boys' sizes. For the
.
~professional fitting they require, stop in
, : .... WBfld.~ew~~J 19/ltJ·. 'o
··

..

FREE!

PL-1120
Belt drive
turntable
with
base
and
dustcover

Hormone Heart Attack Factor?

t<~ ~

)'•

MODEL2215
AM/FM Stereo
Receiver
Famous Marantz
quality for an
unbelievable prjce!

SX-550

AMPEX

!

)

•

BUVNOW
AND' SAVE

each

. Air Force Dumps Herbicide-

"I realized that unauthorized
activities had taken place," he said.
"I found 1 could not go to sleep at
night and feel that th!l intelligence
agency was under full control. .
Therefore I felt it necessary not to
have these individ<~als in the
community."

•'

I

.,

.

get
this
recei.ver

$225

Blacks Protest Rent Hikes

ROUGH OUT
LEATHER Is durable.

n

0

THURSDAY 10·6
FRIDAY 11·7
SATURDAY"11·7
SUNDAY11·5

Vasque Hiker...

You'll be
you've got a
boot this

·.,,

-·
-·-""

'

"

(JI

;><

no nonsense announcement o urgen

these ~;; 4 H s

to UNM students with I D's

••••••

::;:

FR.EE RECEIVER GIVEAWAY!
Buy"··' . · Ec;
and

20°/o Off on all supplies

••••••

z

(JI

.

CIA Budget To Be Disclosed

I

(JI

·going to help you out this weekend by offering you a last chance to.save really big
on all br,.nd name stereo uipment in stock. You must
this weekend only to
save alot of
before
m
rice. ncrease takes

Hussein Proposes New State,

••••••

....

.U.S·. CUSTOMS COURT RULES
TO IMPOSE IMMEDIATE,
SUBSTANTIAL PRICE INCREASE
ON.
MAJOR·STEREO
BRANDS
That's right, stereo prices are skyrocketing 15°/o in the next few weeks. So we're

D.A. Suggests Twin

i

I

""

O<l

Ask about our
10 month,
no interest
l.ayaway

1. LIP SERVICE i

FISH. RANCH

"0

~
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ARE lUST I l l BEGINNING

WASHINGTON
(UPl)-ClA
·Director
Stansfi~ld
Turner
By United PreS!> International
discll'sed
Wednesday
that,
after
The !'lew Mexico Dally Lobp to publlohed
sleepless nights and pangs of . , ·
Monday through Friday every regular week
you ever wanted to say
ottho;. U111v.er~lty year and weukly during the
conscience,
he fired two agents who
Jummer ~tell'$lon by the IJo~trd· of StUd~nt
., something to somebody, J
~xecution
did.
"unauthorized~'
favor!l {or a
,PubiiCIItiotUil orth~ University of New _Me"ko,
.
'
J
good·
or
bad,
but
'could.
not.
i
and I• not .financially associated with VNM.
crony> alleged to be an interpational
Second class ·post•ge ppld at AJbuquel'que,
For a complaint, a raise, love i arms merchant.
· MOBILE, Ala.-Two confessed murderers who demanded they be
New Mc~lco 87131. Subs4:ripUori rat.;t -is
§
message or a good tiding. §
$10.00 lor thp ~~<ademl~ Year•
unprec~dent~d step of
to death in the electric chair got their wish Wednesday after
Taking
the
§We will and verify the call in r making a CIA scandal public, sentenced
The opiniOns eKpres!U,ld on the edltq_ria_l
the
d~strict
suggested that "maybe they could flip a coin and
pages of The Dally" ljobQ arc those or ~he
§ writing. Send message and J Turner announced his decision, see who goesattorney
'~tuthor sol~ly. t)nsig11ed opinion is th'at Q( the
first-or
sit on each other's lap."
,
r •5oo to Multiple Services Inc .. §
editorial board ol The Daily Lobo. Nolhln~
J!Jdge
Joseph
Hocklander.
sentenced
the
defendan!s,
Way!le
Circuit
officials
to
guard
exhorted
agency
J 8421 Montgomery NE 87111 i
;
. printed in Th~ Daily Lpbo· nec~~>sa.rlly
Eugene
Ritter,
23,
and
John
Louis
Evans,
27,
both
of
Indianapolis,
against
repetitions
of
such
behavior
;:,.v
repres.ents the views o( ~he Untverslt,y of New
292-2411. No checks please. §
MPYi,.n
lnd.,to die. at Holman prison on or before July 25.
£..~ .......~ .................. ..,.~·.....,.._.,........ and gave an emotional account of
· Both .acknowledged their roles in the slaying of pawn shop operator
the incident to the Senate
Edward A. Nassar Jr. on Jan. 5 and threatenedreprisals against any
Intelligence Committee.
jurors who faited to recommend the death sentence,
He also conferred privately with
President Carter, presumably ~o '
. discuss.tbe firing, which made front
page headlines. in Wednesday
morning's Washington Post.
Although Turner wo(!ld not say
WASHINGTON-King Hussein Wednesday revived his offer to
exactly what . "favors" the~ unite Jordan with. a Palestinian state carved out of Jordanian and ·
unidentified officials had done to · · Egyptian territories~ . .. : - ·
"endanger our agency," the Post : . He appealed to lsraeho find the "courage" to give up the occupied
said they helped a former CIA
Arab lands from. \vhi~h such a state would be created.
agent buy bomb detonators from a ·
Hussein said his talks with President Carter have raised his hopes
for .an early, permanent middle east peace settlement.
private firm that thought it was
doing business with an official CIA
representative. . .
OtterGood
The Post identified:-,!he. former
Sundays
·
·
Thru May 1
agent as Edwin P. Wilson, now
WASHINGTON-CIA.Director Stansfield Turner told Congress
head of a Washington consulting
Wednesday
it has President Carter's approval to disclose the overall
finn. It quoted "informed sources"
budget
of
the
nation's intelligence agencies for the first time.
as saying Wilson allegedly con·
However, Turner told an open hearing of the Senate Intelligence
tracted to supply Libya with
Committee it could not make public a detailed breakdown of the
Sm. Brown Diacua ,. •~ ••••••••••.•.••• 4" Bruder Jock Dempsey •••• 7"/pr.1 pr. only
ultramodern. timed-detonation
•
Lg. Clown· Knife , ••••••• _, ••••••••••• 19"
·
budget.
Scissor tall ••• , •.• , •.• , .. ,, •.• , ..••• ,. age
device's. Intelligence analysts rate
Angela. , ••••• *., ••• •••••••••••••• , • 99• AlgH Eotor .,... , ................... 311"
Slhr•r Angela • , •••••.••••••• , •• , • , .. 211••· Med. Anpla ••••••.. ~ ••••..•• ,
111
Libya a major supplier of Arab
Black Neon1 •.• ,· •••••
~
311" Ghoot Shrimp ••••••••••••••••••••••• 39'
·
terrorists.
Fire Mouth •••• ~ .••..•••••••••••.•••• 311"
The two agents were not idenJOHANNESBURG, South Africa-Police opened fire ~ith
,
tified.
shotguns
Wednesday on 2,000 black high school students .protesting
"The decision (to fire the two
arbitrary
rent
hikes of up to 80 per cent in the blal:k ghetto of Soweto.
agents) was made yesterday,"
White
landlords
threatened eviction if tenants did not pay up.
Turner, a Navy admiral, told the Brig.
Jan
Visser,
police chief for the black township where nationcommittee.
wide rioting kill eel nearly 500 last year, said three persons were injured in the shooting.
"It was a very difficult one and
· caused great pangs of conscience in
·.
(deciding) what.was best in terms ot .
glad
...
people and of the country. They ·
,~ ~o·
'·
I'
' ':
.l
were very capable, and neither
could be accused of illegal activity
PADDED COLLAR
WASHINGTON-The Air Force announced Wednesday it has at
good
or harm to the community or the
& onkU1 for
last found a way to get rid of a herbicide used in the controversial
ond
people.
Vietnam War defoliation raids and will soon start burning the
"They were trying to do a favor
chemicat at sea.
'for an old friend who happened to
The state of Mississippi, where part of the 2.3 million gallons of the
~f'"tft~- PADDED TONGUE
, be a former CIA employe. ••
herbicide known as "orange" is stored, will presumably be glad to see
closing far
He said the issue was one of
the unwanted stockpiles go.
protection.
"control"
over
the
agency
and
the
FULLY
LEATHER
activities of its employes.
FULL·GRAIN

I
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Drop Is. Symptom
~
Not
the
Disease
z
8

"><

·.

:;::

.

We are certain_that Profess?rs William Dowling a.nd Ric~ard Berthold
• knew they Were !n for a bad t!me when they conspired to Introduce the
new two•week drop bill accepted last week by the UNM Faculty Senate.
~The bill was ·designed to make the studants more responsibla in ;;electing .
llo classes and' to eliminate the "s~opping" tor classes that goes on eacf;l _
semester.

!

The (lisease is one we call, <:oining one of Berthold's favorite .phrases,
"Third·Rate-itis" and we believe the dreaded illness is contagiou.s.

But. the lazy ones are the problem and we believe they shouldn't be l'lere
in the first place.
We don't belif,!ve in tl'le "Harvard of the West" pl'lilosophy, but we do
in ·an atmosphere conducive to learning. That atmosphere is
polluted by "easy riders."

beli~e

'

..... . -~

.

...................m••,•m••••m••••lm•••••••m•••m••••••m•m••••••mm Lette•·s
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Two~Week·

evalu11ted at a better "perspective.
· Editor:
We believe that the entrance requirements ougl'lt to remain the same,
The Greek system at UNM would The new system has not been
but that a Junior or Community College ought to ba made .available for . like to speak out against the recent printed in the preliminary
those students not ready for a university curriculum, or not serious enough decision by the Faculty Senate to registration materials and .the adto be in college. The JC would ~:;trass more of the elel]lentary levels .of change the drop-add. system from ministration has lett it up to the
education and students who were not serious would quicklY, bid a fond 12 weeks to two weeks. We do ad- students to discover this ·'.'short
farewell to collegiate life.
·
voc ate.i m prove rna nt of our change" procedure.
education, however, we do not feel.
We, as Greeks, are ·petitioning
Since most UNM students come from New Mexico high schools, we that this new system will benefit the two week drop limit and plan to
also believe in a stronger. high scho"ol program in the state. In several the students at UNM. As con- present it to the Faculty Senate
Eastern states, students must pass a -standardized state . Regents sumers of education the two·waek - asking for ..amendment of the
examination in courses such as biology, .geometry and histoty. We bel!eve ·system does not provide a fair recent decision ..we ~~e .asking for
that such a program in New Mexico high scl:lools would 'force teachers to chance for students to determine . your .support tn s•gmng these
better educate their students, thus making them more ready for college whether or not a cla.ss fulfills the. petitiohs to let tha faculty know
' .
courses.
educational requirements we !:lave that we · do care· about our
We believe that UNM can become a better university, but Berthold's · paid for; · As an alternative we education and are willing to speak
and Dowling's proposal is only getting at the'proverbial tip of the iceberg. would' like to suggest an· eight· out for what we believe in and what
The problem starts lower and the uni.versity and:the. legislature should take week . drop sys.tem , where we need. If you want a two-week
professors and .cliissesJ!:llaY be ~rop limit, 'don't si.!ll:Phis petitio~.
·it upon itself to 'cure tlli$ problem at its roots. ·· ·
'

F·aculty Should
It is tempting in newspaper writing to· put out one's
gems of brilliant, unanswerable rhetoric, and then to
wait for the world to. accept and appreciate them. And
usually, like Lord Darlington in Lady Windermere's
Fan, I can resist everything except temptation. But, if
awareness of what is going on is to lead anywhere, it
is sometimes necessary to take another look. So, here
we go with some follow-ups.
.
.
Rules and Regulations. On April 19, the Faculty
Senate reduced the "drop" period for courses, except
for freshmen, from twelve weeks to two weeks. Since
this action, responsible student opposition has ap·
peared, for instance in a LOBO editorial and from the
GSA President and vice-president in the LOBO of
April 25. It is unfortunate that the Faculty Senate did
not solicit student opinion on a matter of such great
concern to students before taking action. I hope that
this decision ·-wm be reconsidered by the F'aculty
Senate, and that some more· sensible compromise.
policy will be adopted.

As~

Student_s

The B.U.S. degree. The petition to abolish the Editor:
B.U.S. degree will probably come before the FacultY
As two successful senatorial canSenate at its May meeting. Those who favored cutting didates, we would like to express
the dro.p period are likely to attack the B. U.S. degree our appreciation to those of you
program. There are also two other proposals. These who took the time to vote for us
are: (a) to increase the number of upper division hours and the others on the SPA slate.
required for the B.U.S. from 40 to 60, and (b) to
require that all students pass a writing ability test comMost importantly, though, we
parable to 'the Arts & Sciences Communication Skills feel that it is very unfortunate that
Test before being allowed t9 transfer from University -the ASUNM elections have lacked
College to any d~gree granting program, including any credibility once again. The
·
B.U.S.
complaints raised against the elecThis last proposal has merit-it is not unreasonable ·tions commission were valid. Had
to expect literacy in university students and any of these election violationsgraduates. But increasing to 60 the upper dillision been committed in the "real world"
hours required for B.U.S., when the requirement in the election would have been
the Colleges of Arts & Sciences, t;ducation, and Fine thrown out.
Art's is only 40, would be QJOssly pnfair.
"·~ ...
If you want to save t~tfB.U;S. program,.lL[mJe lob·
It is our contention that as' nietn·
bying with members of 'he E1;1culty Senate.might help. bers of ASUNIIII we have t~a:.right
~;

"
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Sincerely yours,
Senators:elect
Rudy A. Martinaz
Robert Roibal

·Housing:
Love It or

IUONoeRIF
YOUcaJ/JJ
5T/JFP IT.

Editor-in-Chief ·
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WAC.POst· Reviewed

By Tom Kensler

said.
Davis would not say which
universities have submitted applications. It .is rumored that New
Mexico State, University of
Nevada-Las. Vegas, .Utali State, San
Jose State and Long Beach State
are among the 10 or soapplicants,

UNM President William E. Davis
will join five other presidents of
Westen) Athletic Conf~rence
scbools Sunday to review and
discuss applications of universities
seeking admittance into the WAC.
At the Denver meeting, the
presidents will attempt to decide .
whether . a school should be ac·
Davis said that he doesn't have- a
cepted to fill the one opening left by favorite among the applicants, and
· the departures of the University of
Ari;zona and Arizona State
University. San Diego State
University was unanimously adOne of the nation's most unique
mitted to tbe conference at a similar
tou_ring
.theaters, the Mo~tana State
Pres.idential Council Meeting Apr.
Umvers1ty Theater of Silence, will
8.
perf.orm at UNM's Rodey Theater
Davls said that the presidents will . Sunday, May 8 at 7:30p.m.
e~amine the. enrollment imd scope
The· show, done entirely in sign
of academic programs of the ap· language with oral reading of lines,
plicants in an effort to evaluate the includes song, dru1ce, poetry, mime
"overall quality of the schools." and a juggling act. Performed by
This will be a major consideration
I\1SU undergraduate students, the
he said, because the WAC wants t~ one and a half hour program is
maintain a high academic standard intended to provide entertainment
as well as a good athletic for deaf persons and those who can
reputation.
hear.
, But evaluating the applicants'
Dr. Jack Olson, director of the
athletic programs will be a major
theater
and a professor of speech
focus of the meeting, Davis said.
at MSU, said
communication
He said the presidents· would li~e to
''People
learn
about
the deaf, their
consider a school which has a "well
language
and
their
assets
when they
rounded" sports program, with
view
us
on
stage.
We
try
to enparticipation in most, if not all, of
tertain the deaf in a medium they
the male and female sports can easily relate to, but we are also
recognized by the National
interested in communicating with
Collegiate Athletic Association. - the hearing lay person who doesn't
He admitted that the status of the
applic-ants' football program will be understand sign language. That is
why we include background music,
the most important factor in the mime and the oral reading of the
decision to add another school.
"It's a fact of life that a lot of the
prestige of a conference' is based on
football. The WAC is among the
nation's best in basketball and
gymnastics, but other areas of the
country tend to look down upon us
because WAC. football is suppose~lly not big-time," Davis said.
The size of the football stadium,
average attendance figures, past
records and quality of opponents
will be examined to determine each
applicant's football program, he

U. Thefts

'

'

Reported

Harris Says •••

,Three items of UNM property, ·
the · total value of which exceeds (Cont!nucd from Page 1)
$1700, were reported stolen to
UNM Police Monday.
we moved to New Mexico. There's
An anl!lytical balance scale, · a cbapter on Robert Kennedy, a
valued at $760.78, and a top-loader chapter on Hubert Humphrey and a
balance scale, valued at $745.00, chapter on Lyndon Johnson, all
were stolen from room 174 of the three of whom 1 knew very well.
Cbemistry
Building.
AI
Schnoebelen, an • administrative
"And there's a -chapter on how
assistant in cbemistry, said the
equipment was found missing the Senate works, a chapter on
campaigning and one on running
Monday, Aprill8.
Schnoebelen said room 174 was for President," he said.
used seven times a week by
chemistry
labs, The department will
EyeglabSCS pr C:untad Lm><.'h
. lines."
,.
take
no
.
action
to
replace
the
Fllst servi('(', qualit~ and
He said, "Hearing people who
equipment
until
next
semester,
he
style at reasonable cost
come to our show go away with an said.
appreciation for the aesthetics of
Casey Optical Co.
A'n electric printing calculator,
sign language which is now thought
f.'Vext door to Ca.<ey Rex all Drug)
valued at $291, was reported stolen
to be man's first language."
!AJmas at Washington 255-6.129
from room 263 of BCMC by
hospital
employe
Muriel
Lawrence.
Supported by the Montana Arts
Council, the MSU speech com- Lawrence said the theft must have
NIGERIAN
munication department and student occurred between 4:30 p.m. Fri.,
CULTURAL
government, the theater group will Apr. 22, and 7:45a.m. Mon., Apr.
. NIGHT
give 30 performances in 11 western 25. Police say they have no
International Center
suspects.
states during the next five weeks.
1808 Las Lomas N.E.
U.N.M .
The group's UNM performance
The New
Saturday, April30
will be sponsored by the UNM
5:30P.M.
communicative disorders depar•
tment. Tickets are available from
All Are
All $1.00 Off Coupons
the department through May 6.
Invited
Are Void For The Remainder
Cost is $1.50 for students and
Of The Semester ·
Sponsored By
children and $2 for others.
4513 Central NE 2569953
Nigerian Students Organizallon
is undecided as to ·whethl!r the
WAC. 'should add an eighth
member. "I'm trying to go into this
meeting with an open mind " he
said, ·
· '
It is possible that a decision will
not be reacbed at this meeting, but
Davis said that a decision should be
made soon because football
scheduling is made years in advance,
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Lucky's Pizza

You.are cordially invited to attend the

Craftfair
GRAND OPENING
, This Saturday and Sunday
9 ~m - 5 pm 105 Stanford SE
Crafts in Many Media
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Bright -Lights
in the Musical Zodiac

Weather Report
Heavy Weather
including:

Birdland/Teen Town/Palladium
The Jugglef/Hovona
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Record Bar's month long Zodiac Sale continues with
special sale prices on the brightest stars in progressive
music from Columbia Records.
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Managing Editor

un·sian•d aditor.-lt reprat1nt . •

'

Leave It
Editor:
I have only one thing to say to
Janet Ward and·oth.ers who are up·
set with recent rent increases in ·
UNM married student housing; if
you don't like the hou'sing
arrangements, move. If conditions
are all that intolerable as you
describe why have you been living
at the apartments for two years?
Because the .rents have been un·
dermarketfortwo years? You are in
for a tude· awakaning when the
sheltered subsidized housing at
UNM is left behind, for realistic
free·market prices not subsidized
by taxpayer$. ·
Sincerely,
Neal LaFon

\

and letiOto reP<eoent .the Ol>lnlon of

to file such complaints, not as
"sore losers" (we won), but as
students who want a credible'
student government for a voice ·on
campus as well as in the "real
world."

~.~

/.(/()(){)Y, I

· JOIN 'If){)? \ .

ri\ol«itV ·oplnlool of tilt Ooilv LOIIO

But be aware tl:lat this petition is an.
organized effort on behalf of all
UNM students. If you feel as wa do
that this is an. unfair and
unequitable system, you do want
to sign , these petitions. Help us
represent and voice our displeasure ·
andsign.
·
Denise Akutagawa
Panhellenic President
Gary Sandoval
IFC President
Roger Vergara ·
Vice-President

by Garry Trudeau

VOAN, GIRl-!
/JJNG 71Me NO
GEe! M!NO If r

Drop

·winning Senators
·Question Election

OOONESBURY

Editorial Board

Applicants Examined

Mim·e . Show Plays At U.

But what we're not certain about is that the two' professors and supporters· cif the bill understand that they were treating the symptoms and
· ·
not the diseas.a.

The students' who create the problem in the drop-add process are the
lazy students-those who are l'lere for a .free ri~e and want tl'le c~~sses
they don't have to work in. Tl'ley take up space m classes where d1hgent
students might be better situated. And we believe that most students at
UNM are l'lere for an education and not to goof off.
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VIvid Vortex· Venue

Chicano Fil..m· Festival
Centro Video of Oblate Collegl)
of the Southwest has announced
plaos for hosting the Second
Annual Chicano Film Festival in
San Antonio, Tex., Aug. 25 and 26,
1977. The announcement was made
along with a "call for entries" to .all
film and video artists who have
produced programs on some aspect
of Chicano life or li~estyles.
The purpose of the noncompetitive festival is to show th~

best of Chicano films and video
programs. Tbe Festival committee
sees· the event as a ctdtural affair
that allows for dialogue among
·
h ·.
· ·
d
varf!OU~ let me, C.IVIc. an
pro esswna groups.
The deadline for all entries ftom
video and film makers is June 20,
1977; Entries and all inquiries
'should be addressed to Mr. Adall
Medrano, Chicano Film Festival,
.,285 Oblate Drive, San Antonio,
Tex. 78216. Information is
available at (512) 341-1366.

Two one-act dramas, Deathwatch by Jean Genet and The Lesson by
.
Eugene Ionesco, play this weekend at the Vortex.
Genet is a homosexual, a hardened criminal and one of the greatest
writers of our era. Pardoned by the French government for his crimes, be
is one of the most complex and mistind~rstood figures in modern
literature.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
Deathwatch IS set m a pnson wh~re we watch th~ee men aw~t theu
· executions,. Thi~ play explores the violence and pas~10n qf men m con-.
ffnement, a subject Genet knew from first-hand expenence.
·
On the same bill. is The Lesson, one of Ionesco's early experiments with
. Wh at b. egms
· as an mnocen
•
t t ut on'al bet ween an ·agmg
·
language and logic.
professor and his young pupil becomes a deadly jungle of academic n.onsense, a place where the madness and perversion that always lurks JUSt
beneath the surface is revealed. As always, these things are unveiled in
'Jonesco's brilliant h·umor. · ·
'
·
These plays run April28, 29 and 30. Curtain is 8 p.m. Tickets are $2.50
and are available at the door. The Vortex is located in the alley between
Vassar and Girard SE •
Special Notice: May 26, 27, 28, the Vort~ presents Jeff Hudson's stage
adaptation of The Cabinet of Dr. Caligari. Former LOBO columnist Hudson based this unusual play on the' well-known silent .film. This piece
caught the attention of the renowned c;:ritic Richard Wharfinger; who said:
"For Hudson, reality is a great hall of mirrors, a dramatic Kamchatka,
full of icebergs and prisoners,·Mr. l;ludson is a great talent, and Ca/igari is
certainly his inost recent plijy,"
·

Summer Re•ident Camp
Po•ition• Available
3409

c ..tt··~l ;o,; E.

;:tlbu£,llli!l~l~ 1

~so-7TOJ

• Positions q~en for tounselors at 2 sites:

:vlw ~,(A.k"

CedarHll~ TeX<\sandPaleslln~. Texas

• Program erilphasls a'i: Horsebacktng, swtmmln
sports and games, Outdoor skills.
• Openings alsQ for.
PiogriJrn Dlrec::tor,Buslncss Mgr., Waterfront
Director, Nurse.
~ · ·
,
Unit Leaders, Horsemanship Directors, and

Photc~Aphs

Woodcuts
Lttho~phs
Posters

Tripping Coordl~tor.
• For more Information ~d tppllcations contact

CampFire Girls, Lone Star Councll ·
5415 Maple Avenue, Suite 308

Dallas, Texas 75235

Postcl\rds

orcall214-638·2240

ThePaeks
~·
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PacLite

PacEze

l.rghuut hlpcarry et.'er; rnoti vorume pet doUtr.
Not for ti!Jtpedidont but speci1IIY bulft to
go far 1nd f•t where everyounceeouniSf
c:::::::.:;:~q Just aver three pounds total welghL

·
tbp.foading bag on thn deltJJce:
Wfaparour!d fr.ame, Thi' is ttla lOll'
riled baclcpack by consumer- and
backpacking mag.uinei, Now with
new handy pocft_el_,
lower compartment hu a curved
double shder zipper, and theupp!!r
compartmern lets: thto load eHpa11d. Thll'

TrildUion<~lli.U.V to overstulf

Single 11118' compartmeni Ng with

proven drawstring closure; useful

tor groWing loads, P~eLit11 has
three large ouulde pocketi for llfg

C111teen_sand foul·wenher elotfllng.

large weather /lap protecis the contents.
Upper side ooekeu will hold a 2·quart

• Wraparound frame has Internal
reinforcing Insert tn the area

-canteen. Map p\Xket l$JOCated eonven·
ieritly behind head and a large b.aek
pocket holds fotJI·weatherclothing,
New full ml!!sti back band,
With the internal reinforcement it Is thtstrongest wraparound frilme.lte axe
loops and new double wide tie·down
patches c.ompleta this outstand1ng
"
futictional destgn.
A~tail.able il'l same ~ize. color anti btltii: as PacZip.

of the lafge band.
Available tn Std. & XL. Lightweight

two-ply nylon oxfard.

.

Price 84995

PacZip
Vniqut tntl!rnal sl11!lf keeps Wl!lght
htgh and close to the bad:._ Weather
1/ap prote<m ltp(>tlt fr6rn ram and du~t.
Sue large outs•d'e POi:kets, h1ij:J t)OCkl'lt,
tltr-down Jjatcht!s, iCe axe lOOP. plus fOur
addriiMal tt~dawn looP1 and 40•tnch
sttaps' lor load compressit:Jrt. Thts is a
\IF;!ty good IOP·QUBhty triNt!l fjatk,
With a dOOble·shdc ttpPt'rWhich can
00 tockeclto prote-ct contents.
New full letlgth tnesh back balk!.

Ava•lable lri.Std.& XL 1i.te in
abrouion

rest~tantweattti!t·proof

AIpenlite
The '77 models
Let your hips
shoulder the load

tordora nylon ttl Tahoe Sluec ot
Me{il Copper

out research which is important to
the salvation of the nation. Ralph,·
protagonist of this book, is concerned with development of a
serum to coni bat the dread disease.
A cops 'n' robbers chase crosses
the nation's border to the north as
the serum is saved for the world
Gust as today Laetrile is available in
Canada and Mexico, but not in the
United States).
There are moments of humor in
this grim and horrifying book, and
one has to po with the forming of a
sperm bank to freeze the sperm
from the few males who are left in
the United States. "Come now,
Stien," Ralph .said, ''let's not lose
our heads. For the moment they
aren't castrating us-just collecting
our sperm. It's exactly the opposite."
"Aber Mensch!" Stien roared,
"We aren't horses! We're men!
We're free beings! No one has the
right to treat us like cattle! No one
has the right to say, 'We're going to
make this one into an ox. And we'll
take the sperm out of that guy and
use it to inseminate our cows!
Donnerwetter, . Mensch! I'm no·
bull! I'm a man. And I'm not going
to give one centiliter of my semen
so they can fertilize God knows
how many dumb broads twenty
years after I die!"
Robert Merle is a prolific French
author having written six novels,
two books of contemporary
history, two volumes of plays, two
essays, . a biography, three tran- ·
slations and two translations jointly
with another author.
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''Slow
Trfl!fic
to
the Country Gaz:.ettei"Out To Lun~
Side two is opened by the best Ji.igllt''/Bennie. Mflupln/Mercury ch"I Flying Fish FF027
q
· lyrical composition of the album,. SRM-1-1148
Review by Thomas Lee
r0 ·
. Paul Barrere's · ''Old Folks
Reyiew
by
Lynne
Moyer
·Boogie.·~ This is one rocker that'll
C"
Country Gazette is a progressive 0
never make the muzak cbarts.
Since the record market has been country-western
band
with
"Red Streamliner" and "New . flooded lately wi~h aspiring jazz diversified backrounds. "Out To 't:J
>
....
Delhi Freight Train''' share the tired musicians trying to cash in on the Lunch'' dips into some of their :::.:
railroad theme, saved by Feat rising popularity of jazz by playing 'favorite interests which range from N
instrumentation.
"Streamliner" unoriginal versions of worn-out progressive country to traditional 00
....
features some .fine back-up, chorus tunes, this album is· refreshing. western songs.
'J:)
-1
from Doobie Brothers' Patrick
-1
Maupin's impressive mastery of
Simmons and Mike McDonald. reed instruments .(soprano and
Country Ga2ette bas mastered
Ironically, "New Delhi," perhaps tenor sax, piccolo, flute, bass the key that it takes to skillfully
the worst cut on the album, is the clarinet, etc.) is plainly displayed on render listening material that is
only one to feature George on slide. this, his first solo album.
worthy of recognition. They have
Little Fent
guitar, one of Little Feat's earlier
Jazz is nothing new to Maupin, the ability to adapt the banjo and
·"Time Loves A Her.o "!Little
The· only Lowell George com- trademarks.
who played with Miles Davis in the mandolin to their songs without
Feat/ WB BS-3015
"Keepin' Up With the Joneses" early 70's Bitches Brew sessions making them overbearing on this
position on Time Loves C1 Hero is
Review by Bill Robertson
"Rocket lri My Pocket", a prime showcases the ·remarkable edge to where many good ja2z musicians album, but to highlight the
Coyer artist Neon Park, who is example of the uilmistakabhi Feat- which Little Feat has polished its were able to develop their talents. acoustics of the songs. A couple of
responsible for the last two Little funk. Payn~ pops his synthesizer unique music. Richie Hayward's Maupin later played with Herbie songs sound like they are playing in
Feat album covers, produces for . like a man with his fingers in an now famous "intermittent rhythm" . Hancock and 'the Headhunters, and circles with no direction, but they
Time Loves a Hero a deceptively electric socket. George. is in fine drumming and Tower of Power's although he is more low-keyed than are far outsbadowed by th~ high
sedate veneer for what prqves to be :fQ_rm SiJiging .about Wild, women, brass highlight this story of the evils Hancock, Bennie's early jazz· quality recordings that fill this
the Featsters' funkiest effort' to and ''the rhythm rhyt.hm and of women,
training .shows· up on many of the album.
date.
blues."
'
Producer Templeman misses a cuts from this album.
Following, artfully in the wake of
"Day at the Dog Races" is a masterpiece by including the filler,
Bennie Maupin combines the
•Eyegl:~sses or Contal't Lcnse;
the group's last album, the brilliant Little
Feat
instrumemal. "Missin' You," at the end of Side sounds of some of the best jazz sax
Fast servi<"<'. qualitv and
"Last Record Album", .Little; Feat 'SamCiayton's percussion pervades Two. Even the presence of Doobie players (Turrentine, Barbieri,
stvlc at rcason:~hl<· cost
successfully continues its tradition perpendicular-parallel while Brother Jeff "Skunk" Baxter on Sanborn, and Washington) but puts
of solid, relentless, jazz-tinged funk Barrere injects some fine gl!itar dobro cannot redeem this lethargic out his own brand of originality,
Casey Optical Co.
that can best be called "Feat- work. The tune runs six and a half ballad, the only down-tempo cut on creating a truly beautiful and
(.\'ex I door to Casey Rexn/1 Druf!,i
funk.".
·
the .album.
minutes but feels like two.
Lomas at Washington 255-6329
enjoyable ja2z album.
The new album marks what most
fans would consider a · radical
departure; Lowell George, founder
and slide guitarist/vocalist for the
group and producer of its five
previous records, does not produce
this one. Time Loves a Hero is
produced by Ted Templeman,
leaving George to concentrate more
on his well-known vocals. George's
slide guitar work appears much less
than his' usual for a Little Feat
album, but Templeman allows no
tears, as the other Featsters take up
the slack.
"Hi Roller" opens the album on
a rocking"note, with Paul Barrere's
II
fuzzed guitar and Tower of Power's
horn section featured. The song
concerns a common Feat subject:
·
gambling and low life.
The title cut follows. Bill Payne
on keyboards and Sam Clayton on
percussion combine to produce a
lively island sound (not reggae).
The 'hero' is a middle-aged uncle
who leaves his wife, e~caping by
sailboat to the Caribbean:
"Tire beauty of the sunrise and
sunset
To his friends he wish he could
tell, ·
They're at home still runnin' for
bells;
Better San Juan than that blue
collar hell. "

-·
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THERE'S ANEW BOOKSTORE IN TOWN
Mote·ffioney Fot Yout8ooks

Learn To Be A Qualified
.. Book Pyramldet, or

Levrs
e>. ~

12.99
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The Virility Factor, A .Novel, by
Robert Merle. Tr. from French by
Martin Sokolinsky. McGraw-Hill
~ook Company, N.Y. $9.9~; 344
pp.
Review by J.C. Ogilvie
This novel is • set in the indeterminate future (but possibly
not too far?). Seeing the crime and
corruption
in
Washington,
D.C.-remembering Watergate
and, only very recently, hearing
Senator Proxmire's charges that the
Pentagon and the U.S. ·corps of
Engineers are engaged in massive
cost overruns robbing the U.S.
taxpayers of millions of dollars, it
easily could be a book of nonfiction. Reading this tale makes the
citizen and taxpayer shudder.
·Once over lightly: In The Virility
Factor, the United States is suddenly struck down with a massive
epidemic ldlling off all males
between the ages of 13 and 70. In
Washington, D.C., the executive
branch, Congress, judicial branch
and all agencies are subsequently
staffed by women.
When the epidemic first surfaces,
the president refuses to admit the
proportion of the epidemic, as he is
due for.re-election, and figures that
if he admits to the disease affecting
all men, he will not be reelected ...(shades of Vietnam?).
A large estate in Maine is fenced
off with a double row ·of barbed
wire and controlled by an all-female
army: Militia-women.
In this area, the very few male
scientists who are found to be free
of the epidemic disease are carrying
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2320 Central Ave. SE • 268-4876
Hours Monday thru Friday 10-6 Saturday 9-5

on all styles
·at the

GBXBRAL
STORZ
111 Harvard SE • 8117 Menaul NE

When you
finished
finals
come party
at Ned's•.
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(everyone else
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SELL 'Effi FOR CAS
Highest Prices. Offered NOW!
A pon't Walt Until August To Sell
Even If You. Didn't Buy Them Ftom
Us~You Can Sell Them All Back
At The:

STUDENT BOOKSTORE
2122 Ce.ntrol Ave., SE
Open ffioy .~,5,6, l0of!1-5pm
·Also Finals Week· • 9-13 10am-5pm
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1977 Season New.. Turnaround for Hollis
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UNM baseball team.
.
By David Belliug
Now that Jack Hollis bas stopped
So far. this year Hollis has a 5·2
=a playiug basketball and is con- rec.ord .aud a 2.49 ·ERA, That is the·
A centrating entirely on baseball, the best ERA flmong the Lobo starters.
8 difference in his performance is He is third on the team in innings
':;( obvious.
pitched with 43 and one-third aud
II)
Last year Hollis had a 3-5 won~ has thtl second highest strikeout
lost record aud a 4.0 I earned run . total with 42.
average, This seasou he has turned
his statistics around and become
Hollis said, "This year and last
~- one of the top pitchers {or the
year are the only two years baseball
II)
~·
bas beeu my life. All through high
CJ..
school it was just to keep me in
shape for basketball." Hollis came
to UNM in 1975 on a basketball
HAY A Y SHALOM
scholarship. He only played a few
g!)mes for UNM Head Basketball
Recorded N!.essage
Coach Norm Ellenberger before
Phone 296·8568
·decidiug he had more of a future in
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baseball than in basketball.
Ellenberger's loss has become
UNM' Head Baseball Coach Vince
Cappelli's gain.
."I decided I had more of a future
in baseball than basketball. I think
I m3de the· right decision,'' ·said
Hollis.
·
For the 21-year-old Hollis, ·who
stands 6-S and weighs 210 pounds,
his best . P,itch is· the fastball. He
said, "It goes crazy when I'm on."
He doesn't just count on beiug able·
to throw the ball by the hitters an
the time so in addition to a fastball
he throws a curve aud a slider.
Hollis, who used his slider to beat.
Arizona State earlier in the season,
said, "You have to have one pitch
td set up another."
Hollis said he is pitching a lot
better than last year. ~ately he said
·UNM Pitcher Jack Hollis PhorobyPhyllls·K~sri""
he has been concentratmg real hard
. ·
.
..
·
·
because, "You have to work for . so. It ~as h1s uatural pos1tlon. Hollis playe1 s. He wauts the best for his
every single batter." It takes Hollis said m Pony League that he threw players."
·
·

~S~t~u~d~e~n~~~~~1·~~~-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~· said,
a long "I
timehave
to get to
up for
He It.
~ 0 hard
t~e coaches
starta game.
thinking
He sa1d,
howevercouldn't
that he believe
didn't

~

MESA CHICANA
. Association Of Chicano .
Graduate Students

ELECTIONS-May 14th
Nominations for President, Vice
President, Se~. Treasurer and
Executive Committee members
are being accepted

Deadline May 1st
Call 294-6554 • 265-9324
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ThiS week s base~all senes ou. We've beeu leaviug too m!ll).y RBI's with 38. Providiug adequate
betweeu UNM aud Anzoua State meu on"
support 'th th b t. 'II b A
'"11
hdld~
h
. ·
.
WI .eaw1 e aron
was ongma Y sc e u e OF t ree
Fust b;15emau Randy Rima said ·cain 377· J h K0 't
343·
games but thanks to vote by by the it will be harder than usual to win Kyle' • R 'tl ~ l).
~;:~· •
West~m . Athletic Confereh~e there, ·"We're just going to have to Delmonico~ ,;21~e, · ' an ·
athletic directors the Lobos }"'ll play super ~all," Rima said.
Rutledge and Delmol).ico are tied ·
also have tp try to hang on to wm a .
Hollis srud, "The fans· up there for· the team home run lead with
game they t_hought ~hey had safely . are the determiuing factor. We've three each. Delmonico has knocked ·
marked up m the wm column three ; got to keep our cool."
in 37 runs this year to trail Muccio
weeks ago.
. .
. The Lobos are .upset with the by one iu.that category.
·
WAC .coml).Usslol).er Stan Bates
aunounced Monday·that the WAC
Lobo
athletic directors had voted to
uphold.the ASU protest of a game
played here on Apr. 9. That game .
will be resumed with Sun Devil
runuers on first and third, two outs
aud number' nine hitter Bob Irviue
at the plate. The protested game
will be played tonight in Tempe,
. Ariz., startiug at 7 p.m. with the ruling on ASU's protest. Cappelli·
Cain leads a fleet-footed bunch
originally scheduled game getting said the WAC lost a lot. of prestige 'of base thieves-with 19 stolen bases.
underway at 7:30. The two •teams by. upholding tlie protest. He said Overall the Lobos have stolen 88
will also meet in siugle games Bates ruled ou the protest and bases.
Friday and Saturday night.
ignored the Umpire's explanation.
UNM Head Baseball Coach What especially outraged Cappelli
, The Lobos who are ~veraging'
Vince Cappelli said his three was that, "Never before in the over six runs scored a game, will
starting pitchers in the series will be annals of baseball has a decision on take a ,308 battiug average into
· Sruce Barber (6-2, · 2.54), ·Rob a protest been, made where they tonight's contests.
Hoover (6-3, 2.92) and Jack Hollis called a vote/'
Next weekend the Lobos will play
Rima said, "I thin.k ASU Coach. their last road games Qf the season
(5-2, 2.49). He isn't sure who he
will have on the mound when the Jim Brock got his way. It should wh(m they meet Arizoua in a three- ·
protested game is resumed.
. have never been. We got the raw ·game series in.Tuscon, Ariz. UNM
· The Lobos are in third-place in end of the deal.,. ·
.
will close out regular season ac~ion
the" WAC Southern Division, one
·Barber said, "ASU intimidates May 13-14 when Texas El Paso
game behind second-place ASU's 6- everybody and everybody just bows co~es to town. for a three-game
3 .mark. Arizona leads with a 7-2 to them. 1 just can't believe we have .. senes. at Lobo F1eld.
record.
To stay in the race for the WAC to play that game over there.
titl!l the Lobos are going to need a Everybcrdy is confident we're goiug
good showing this week in Tempe. to get that last out, thQugh."
Hollis said, "We're capable of a
Rima thinks ·the protested game
sweep. Whether we do or not might set the mood for the series.
depends on the breaks. We're going He said, "If we win it, it will psyche
.
.
everyone up and if we end up
to need a lot over there.! •
Barber said, "Now we just have losing; it might effect the out818 San Mateo SE
to go over there and trounce them come."
Phone 255-0705
!ll).d show them that they're.not the
Leadiug the Lobo offense in the
only team iu the WAC." He said to .series· will be left fielder Steve,
pen 24 hours dail.
win the Lobos will have "to get the Muccio who leads the club 'in
base hit at the right time with. men batting with a .408 average and in

Hollis
said hebasketball
would like tocoach
be a
high
school
about the game I'm going to pitch ·have an~ control on the ball. He someday and he would like to take
about six days before to get psyched would h1t a batter and· the next time Cappelli's style with him.
up."
they wouldn't want to come up to
the pl;tte. Back iu those days Hollis
Mast college baseball players
said,
"I
was
wilder
th!ll).
all
get
want
to get a chance at playiug pro
There has been a big change in
out
..
"
,
baseball
and Hollis; who has one
Hollis' pitching since last season.
more
year
of eligibility left, is no
He said, "Last year I was more or
exception.
Hollis said, "I don't
less scared on the mound. This year . This is the first year Hollis has
care
who
I
go
with, I just waut to ·
I C!ll). take charge more because I've every had a pitching coach aud he
said coach Larry Jaster· has been a play ball. It's better. than sitting
got more confidence in myself."
behind a desk for eight hours. Right
big
help to him.
If you go to see the Lobos play
now
it's the only thing I know I'd
and number 29 (Hollis) is on the
like
to
do."
Hollis
played
forward
on
the
mound you will probably hear calls
for "Hugo" to pitch well. Hollis University of Kausas basketball
Hollis who said he is only an
said he had the. nickname "Hugo" team which finished fourth ih the
1974
NCAA
Basketball
Chamaverage
student said he wants to get
huug on him in the first game of
pionship.
When
he
came
to
UNM
a
business
degree. .
last season when teammate Mike
. ' .
Brown·~yelled it out;... ,Hollis said .he he .pJaiJqed to. pJaY. .~aseb~!ll after .. ·. u·15 h 0 bb . · · ' ·
:
y, .HoJ!1s.. s~Id·, Js'blusic.
doesn't now why they nickuamed the basketball ·season but after ·
going to both baseball and ~e said you C!ll). get mto yourself
him "Hugo" b11t the name stuck.
Hollis has been a pitcher since the basketball practices for a week he t roug~ music." Later in life he
fifth grade where he said he was one decided to quit basketball and ~ould b~e to open up a stereo shop.
~t ~hat s f:U m the future he said.
!ll).d a half feet taller th!ll). anybody concentrate on baseball.
H1s Immediate plaus are to get a
larger stereo system.
Commenting on the differences
between first-year coach Cappelli
Hollis is on a baseball
aud ex-Head UNM Baseball Coach scholarship now and said he
Bob Leigh Hollis said, "Leigh couldn't ask for more in getting his
knew a lot of baseball. He had a education· paid for but "we work
little bit of a problem com- for our scholarships·. It's no gift."
muuicating it to the players. The
This year Hollis is 1-1 in Western
player-coach rapport was a little Athletic Confereuce play. He will
one sided." He said you C!ll). talk to be trying for his second victory of
Cappelli. "He can relate to the the seasou over Arizona State in the
players. It makes them a tighter three-game series this weekend in
ballclub. Cappelli's all for his Tempe, Ariz.
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S:ki,. Becr.u.its . -U r1 certa.i n .
By Peter Madrid
Due to the uncertainty of his
athletic budget, UNM ski team
Coach George Brooks has stopped
pursuing the top skiers that have
contacted him about skiing for the
Lobos.

the top 30 fern skiers in the country.
Brooks said the best collegiate
competitors begin with a ranking of
60th and the women who have
contacted him are outstanding
skiers.

Brooks said he has about 25 men
skiers who are interested.in skiiug
for the Lobos next season. Ofthose
2s men, 2o are alpiue skiers !ll).d five
are cross-country.
Of the 20 alpine men skiers, three
are from Canada and all have been
on the Cauadian ·National 'B'
Team. Also, five of the men alpine
skiers have competed on the U.S.

Among the women skiers who
have contacted. Brooks, Margie
Alley from Nfiddlebury, Vt.
promises to be the most outstanding. Al!ey chose UNM over
ski powerhouses Uuiv. · of Utah,
Univ. of Colorado, !ll).d a lot of the
eastern schools. Next season Alley
will attend UNM as a freshman and
right uow she ranks 30th in the
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FREE Soap
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FREE Bleach
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all wash/dry customers
. with this coupon
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For the first time since UNM has
L~d I:Jy a handful of freshmen
had a nordic team, two Norwegian
men skiers will possibly be added to and s6p'\lomore~kiers, the women's
the cross-country squad of Coach ski team placed sixth 'in the nation
this season. . . . . .
Klaus Weber.
·
''As far as the·. women go/'
The New
Brooks said, "since we're hosting
nationals next year, I want to build
Lucky_:~gLzl'lt 1
the women's program around
· All $1:00 Off Coupons
that."
Are
Void For The Remainder·
Bro.oks has received inquiries
.
Of The Semester.
·
from three girls who are ranked in
4513 Central NE 25&9953
==:":::::::"::::=:::::=::=±:::'=·,~~~~~::::::~

Slide Show

·: Torr~ E.gger.

j/4,

4.50 OFF on Cuts
Special: Shampoo and Set $6.00
with student 10
· Good rues-Fri
. . '

i
i

Thursday-April 28 Room 100
Biology Bldg. UNM 7:30pm
We are pleased to present a slide show on the 1976
first ascent of Torre Egger. The ascent of. this ·
. patagonian spire involved over 4000 ft. of difficult
rock~~d· ite c~i~:·~·· t.,
making· t•
• ·.''
.of the~pi'Q
· asc
!>iut«WP
• . m, ec . ...
. The shd
, ·:...· ·, , s b¢ln~
o.;;u·
sponsored by Snowlion and Wilderness Experience
Mountain Packs, and is narrated by Jim Donini, one
of the members of the 3-man American ascent party.
The ascent was featured in National Geographic
Magazine and there is a significant portion of the
slide show that is concerned wlth,patagonian fl6ra,
fauna, etc. In addition to the actual climbing, the
photographs are spectacular. A $1 00 ,donation will be
req-uested to help defray expenses.·.
Ull SAN 'I'IEDAOo N.E.
AL.UQIJEAQUE, H lEW Mi;XICO 87110
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I

INDIANSCiiOOL,
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I
505 Marauette NW
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Sports
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Sir John Gielo:nd,
Clo:lr Bloom

Daily

Jr. Natiouals in 1976. ·
·
The other outstandiug fern skier
Brooks said, "Some of the fresh- Brooks is trying to recruit is twomen are from the east aud they did time Olympic conreitder Tali
outstandiug on their high school 1 Parmen. Parme11 .has been on the
teams.lt would be very fortunate if·, U.s;01Yn1pic tea,!h ill cross-coimtry
we can get them. If things ch!ll).ge, · f~r ·'the past JWo Olympics . at
(budget cut) we'll lose all of them.'' ·' Sapporo and lnl_lsbruck.
::
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Library Grants Amnesty
To Overdue-Book Hoarders
By Elizabeth Budd
"Amnesty Week" May 1-7. During time students will be moving in and
Students will have the lln· this. week, anyone c<~n return out of dorms and apartments.
precedented opportunity to return overdue books and any fines or Clark reminds people to look at
overdue books to Zimmerman penalties will be dropp'ed. · materials checked out froJU the
Library without fines or penalties H.owever, this do.es not apply t9 . library t9 see if they are due.
")Jecl}Use we haven't done·this
as · Zimmerman heralds· in" Reserve al:ld Matenal.
Circulation Manager• Edgar before, we don't know exactlyh9W
·
Cordova said, "We just want the many books we'll gat back, "
books back, Some (If them we can't Cordova .said. "But we expect it to
buy any more, and we can better be in the hundreds easily."
.serve our patrons if we get the. lost
ones back."
·
People don't .bring in their
overdue books because .of the fines
. But "Amnesty . Week" is or b~cause of a hurtin!l conscience,.
·designed to help the students as said Clark. But during ''Amnesty
well. Alice Clark, asst. dean for Week" no questions will be asked.
"We're not concerned· abo11t who
Readers Services, said people with
outstanding fines as well as people brings a book in or why. We won't
who have fines and are una\Yare of ask .or any identification. We'll
them because of the new shorter just trace the book and all records
check-out time will have· th~· op. of the loan will be wiped out giving
a clean slate to start again," he
portunity to cleartheir records.
'!If you've had a book out since
s.Ill'd •
1922, now is the ,time to tum it in.
All fines or penalities will be
"But people must be sure to
'
·
bring in ·their checked-material
Dean tor Reader Services, canceled." ·
May 1-7 wa:s chosen as "Amnesty during amnesty week. We will
Alice Clark
Week" because it is around the probably never do it again."
~
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College,
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the summer and
fall session.
Pool, Air
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Good food.
Maid Service
303 Ash St. N.E.
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timidating."
He said, he (the officer) would be
right up in your face and talk you
down. He was so cocky and pus)ly
just by the way he swaggered and
talked into people's faces."
Graduate student David Lindner
also witnessed the incident and said
the campus policeman was not
wearing a name tag and refused to
give his name and badge number.
Lindner said, "As far as I could
tell he was inperson~ting in officer.
If he was acting. in an official
manner, he should have been
willing to identify himself."
Cox said ab(lut the incident,
"Very rarely do I receive a complaint ·about our officers' attitudes.
This police officer told the student
to come over to the office. Jf a
student will come over here we will
give them an answer, but right on
the scene we may not. We want to
avoid verbal altercations with all
efforts and do so by getting the job
done quickly. The longer we stay
around the nlore things can happen."
Cox said, "01,1r police officers
are about as experienced aS you will
find. All are certified by the state
police academy. Most of them have
previous police experience."
Cox said he would like to see
students dropping in to ask
questions. · "We invite them, he
said. "We have bad no one contact
us about this particular citation.''
"I think most of the students are
verv supportive when it comes

down to basics. On one occasion a
Black student saved a UNM police
officer from a fight with a group of
Black antagonists at a basketball
game," Cox·said.
Cox said, "We see ourselves as
specialists
among
police
pr9fessionals. Our enforcement on
campus is a service process. We are
protecting the rights and freedom
of everyone for the safe use of the
campus. Most of our duties are
really service-oriented. Most of our
criminal 'problems are with nonUNM people .."
Cox said on July 15-17 there will
be a three day workshop at UNM
sponsored by the recently formed
New Mexico Campus Police
Officers Association to address the
unique role of the campus police.
"This workshop is the first of its
kind iu the state. There will be
stress on interpersonal ·interaction
in this "course. 1f members of the
public want to come they are
welcome. Hopefully a lot will
come. It will give us another chance
to communicate," Cox said.

The UNM chaplet of the American Association of
University Professors (AAUP) will hold its last
regular meet ins Thursday, Apr.- 28 11 3:30 p.m~ in
Rm.231EoflheSUB.
•

Setvlces

EN10Y YOURSELF, Finer three-b~droom, fenced
yard, .kids, pet$. $200.00, 2~2-1751, Valley Rentals,
$20.00 fee. 4129
ALL UTILITIES PAID. Air conditioned two
bedroom, $1'70.00~ 'Kids, pets fine. 262~1751, Valley
Rentals, $20.00 .fee. 4/2?
CALL TOOA, Y. $pacious two bedroom, kids, pels
OK. $100,00, no lease; $20.00 fee, Valley Re_ntals,
262-1751. 4/29
WALK TO SCHOOL. Fully furnls"ed one bedroom
with air condilionlng. $130.00, utilitie5 paid, S20,0Q
fee, Valley Rentals, 262-1751. 4/29.
RENT WEEKLY: cozy one bedroom, szs·.oo/wk.,
good area, na lease. -$20.00 f~, VaJiey Rc"-tals, :!62..
1751.· 4/29
FURNISHED TWO .aJ;DROOM duplex apt., two
bloc~s from UNM. $195.00/month plus iltititles. Call
2l6-9305. 4129
FEMALE TO SHARE two..berJroom apa.rtrnent near
Washington and, Loma.s. Off-street parkios~ laundry,
$81.00,255-8498, 4/29
.
FURNISHED 'ROOMS FOR RENT, ·summer,
campus, $'60.00 single; 540.00 double. 2430066. 4/29
I BR APARTMENT at 116 Harvard S.E., available
May I. Tcm Terrill Real f.sta1eCo., 89'8~1254. 4/2.9
EFFICIENCY APT, near UNM·TVI, avallable May
1. Tom Terrill Real Estate. Co., 898-1254. 4/29
HOUSJ;MATE WANTED: near Lorn., and
Louisiana, huge bedroom, $120.()(). 266-3448. 4/2.9
SUMMER SESSION Housing Contra~;ts are
available at Housing Collections Ofiice in La Posada
Dining Hall, 2nd noor. 4129
EfFICIENCY APARTMENT near UNM·TVI,
avaihi:ble immediately. ~ir conditioning and off Street
patking. Rent, .including utilities, $100.00 per month.
C.ll255-1855. 4/29
HOUSE WANTED. N~ 2. Ot' 3·bedroom house for
• summer, datedlexible. 293-6277, 293-6593. 4129
ROOMS tN HOUSE- on campus, all facilities,
sUmmer sublet, S75.00·S100.PQ, May 1~-A!lg. 15 •
292-3476 after 5 p.m. 4/29
HOUSE, SW VALLEY, Space for garden, animals.
SBS.OO plus utilities. Can work for rent. 87146~3. ~ 412.9
ONE BEDROOM DUPLEX: furnished, 1 block
fromcampus:;Sl2S.00.243-7532. 4/28
SHARE LARGE, COMFORTABLE HOUSE, 5£

Girard: beautiful view, reasonable. Evenings_, 8421905. 4129

OPEL GT: exc-ellent condition, automatic. SJBSO.OO,
843-9642, 836-3412. 4/29
FOR SALE; BUFFALO SKULL, $40.00. Coli .David,
265·0277. 4129
'
WORK FOR a better World. Apply to the Peace
1972 HONDA 500: less lhan 10,000 miles, e~cellent Corps. Cali 217·5907 after 3:30P.M. 4/29
~ondition, hooker handles and sissy bar, .$900.00.
PART·TIME JOB: sales, Oe1tible hours, good pay.
25&·1464. 4129
Possible full~time for summer~ call: Phil FranCZ)·k:,
.
AM·FM ST.EREO TURNTABLE in one: old model, C.L.U. 292-2830. 4/29
new needle 1 sounds good; IS" speakers, SSO.OO. Call SUMMER WORK for college studen\s: $400,00 a
Jere, 277-4671. 412g
riionth, 75 opening.s. Call_294-2064. 25,5~2337-, 4129
WINDJAMMER II, damaged, no hardware, S4s.oo.
PART TIME HELP WANTED: Sales clerk &
255-i332. 4/29
s_Socking, Musl be over lt. graduate students only.
'68 VW CAMPER: new part$. runs well. 242- Apply in person~ no phone calls. Sa\"e·Way Liquor
6740. 4129
Store, 5704 Lomas Blvd. N£. 4/29
i968 VW BEETLE, AM/FM radio, steel beltndia~,
ELEMENTARY STATISTICS llJTOR needed now!
:2 mag Wheels, tuned exhaust, runs great. Cat12.99Will pay well. Cal1266-1764. 4/29
8425. 4129
WORKSTUDY S11JDENT needs job, full or par·
1970 VW SQUAREBACK, 60,000 miles, 5950.00. ttime during summer.Judy,.l-43--6995~ 4/29
242-9455. 4129
SUMMER WORK. COLLEGE S11JDENTS. Full
GIBSON ELJ;CTRIC·ACOUSTJC J:S.I2lT. Rare. time summ~r work, Company trainins. earn $60.00 a
Jimi says uvou really.,ougbta ·buy this/" Call 2SSP day~ No travel, no nig.bt work, excitins Corp. Mu.st be
3028. 4/29
neat. sharp and mature. Start the day after school
•TW6 DYNACO S"CA-~OQitereo a'mplifier-5, Fendi::r · Jlnishes. 26S-6303' -4~9' • · ' ·· · , '
Telec-asier guitar. Bi\1 1 881-1675: ChrisJ 296- DRAFTSMAN/DESIGNER NEEDED to draw
5695. 4129
HVAC & solar' energy systems. Expe.rience & local
SAMOYED PUPPY. 266.()689 arter 5:00p.m. 4129 references prefcned. 40 :hrslweek. $3'.25--$4£!0/hr.
2ll·1232. 4/29
WATER PJ;D: 255-8196,268-4028, Phil. 4/29
STUDENTS:: limited number job openings durins
1975 MAVERICK, 1969 Olds conv~, both excellent.
s-ummer. Mun be qualified for work 5ludy. COntact
condilion. 299-5394. 4129
BuilrlingSen-ic.es- Department, SUB.. 4/28
19'74HONDA 175XL,4S00mi., 247-3574. 4/29
ACOUSTIC 150-105 guitar ampiiner L/N, 247·
)574. 4129
GO PLACES "ith the Peace Corps, Cali 277·5907
'~AKAI" reel to reel, S3S.OO. ''Schwinriu 10-!pecd,
after .3:30 p.m. 4129
S30.00. 247·3279. 4/29
GtHTAR: nat top steel string acoustical by Guild. RIDERS WANTED to Atamosordo weekends. Sue~
24l-7203, :m-!451. 4129
Excellent condition. $140.00. caUSgl-4279. 4129
DRIVERS FJLE fREE! Sh.,. expenses. Call
'~7 CHRYSLER NEWPORT, 2-door, AC, cruise
control, S7.SO.OO. '63 Comet SW-. 4-doar, S250.00. Intercontinental Travel Centre: at Ridetine. 265-9860,
aottl goo·d condition, call 2SS-61l2 i1fler S 296-5288. 4/29
p.m. 4/29
CHARTER FLIGHTS (om 7,000), Eurail passes,
information and rides available at JnteTcontinental
Travd Cent«, 107 Girard Blvd. SE, Suite L. 2lS.
6830,296-5288. 4129
.!..:=..::~='----------- LOWCOSTTRIPSloporUand>iDage<intheSouth
Pacific. Ftee cataJope: Goodmants Goodlravel
FF:MALE ROOMMATt; wantof around May 1st, Toors, Dept. NM, 5332 CoUege Ave., Oakland, CA
share large three bedtootn home dose to UNM, with 94618. 4/29
e:~lra.."i. Rent _and utifitit$., SJIS.OO ·a month.. Trish,.
843-6150. 4129

LSAT-MCAT EXAMS. Prepare now. Call
Professional Educators of New Mexico, Inc. 8425200. tfn
BARRY'S ELECTRONIC REPAIR, 206 San Pedro
S.E.; 26S·033S. cOtor TV's, tape declcs, stereo,
~mplifiers, ~titO radios. Install burglar ala,rms. IO'lo
discount for students with ID's. Quick service. Used
TV's for sale. 4/29
NEED SOMETHING TYPED? Cali Lynn, 266•
0760. 4129
TYPING~ M.A. ENGLISH. Selectric, on-campus.
296·gS64. 4129
SERVE in the' Peace Corpsl Call277-5907 after 3:30
P.M. 4129
TYPING, EDITING. Call Kim: 266-9037. 4/29
TYPING, 1st quality, gg3.77g7. tfn
EDITORIAL SERVICES. Do you want professional
help in editing your dissertation? Or writing a
prOposal or report? Call Harvey Frauenglass,
Professional Communication Sei'vl<:e, 344-8344 .lr
265·56g9, 4129
ALBUQUERQUE PRESCHOOL COOPERATIVE,
606 Candelaria N. W. Parent-run .school 1 professional
teachers. Acceptlng applkations for fall-morning
pre-school: afternoon kindergarten. Summer
program-two 3-week sessions: June 20-July s: luly
tJ.July 29; 9:30-noon Tuesday, Wednesday,
Thursday. Call 344.038~. 4/28
FOR EXPERIENCED TYPIST: proonng, editing,
legal; ntedical. rnanuscr1pts. general, 2664770. 4/29
GUITAR LESSONS. Beginning to intermediate from
UNM suilar major. 247-3574. 4129
SPANISH TUTORING to combat instructor
ineptitude. Call Bill at 266-604_7. . 4/2.9
WE SiRlP and/or rennish fumilureatscnslble rate$,
Antiques handled with care and ·af(ection. Stripco,
1021 South San Mateo SE. 266-8332. 4129
PHYSICS NND MATH TIJTORING, experien'-ed
graduate!tudent. 247-3416. 4/19
WITH THE AID of hypnosis- you am approach
finals calmly and confidendy. Cynthia Ning, hypnoti!ilt 2.92:-2565. 412.9
EXP. GUITAR PLAYER will teach you how to play
easily$ Beginners welcome. 294·1028, 294·
2719. 4129
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,ACROSS~

UNI1'ED Feature Syndicate
52 Stylish
54 Trade
56 Most
Inquisitive
59 Tenth: ·
Prefix
ineflec~ual 62 Battering--15 Greek
64 Fill with joy
goddess
65 Worship
16 Macaw
67 Levels: 2
17 Slander
words
19 Calcareous 70 Mr. Runyon
sKeleton
71 Exc:u$e
20 Extract ore 72 Alpme snow
underground . field
21 Ultimate
73 Ameliorate
7 4 Caused to
23 Window
division
depart
24 Ancestors 75 Transit
27 Sound of
damage
weariness
allowance
29 Dlsiinguishing DOWN
features
1B Of the !lid- 46 Make an ap31 Portions
1 Fastening
neys
peal
devjce
35 African
22 Pencil end 48 Increases in
antelope
2 ----- Ia
25 Secured
value
37 Remove
vista: Sp.
with string 51 Blemish
soluble
good-bye
26 Kind of case 53 Making no
constituents 3 Begged
28 U.S.
sound
39 Blow
4 Eye: Slang
enlisted
55l.llumination
forcefully
5 Spanish
men: lnforsources
40 Called on
article
mal
57 FootbaHer
tne phone ' 6 Actor--30 "Be offl":
-----van
42 More
Wallach
Slang
Buren
disastrous
7 Gaseous
32 Stoker: 2
58 Doctrine
element
44 Showing
59 Mama's
good
B Scandinavians words
mate
60 Netherlands
33 Irish river
judgement 9 U.S. mil.
town
45 Affirms with
group
34 Old. World
61 Happen
confidence 10 Soothsayers·
duck
4 7 Less
11 "Doctor
35 Metric unit 63Manly
prevalent
Zhlvago"
36 Church part 66 Football
player
character 38 Wading bird
49 Actor--68 GolferAyres
12 Russia's
41 Football
announcer
50 Mass
neighbor
field
-·- Venluri
communica- 13 Malicious 43 Change the
69 Have dinner
lions means
story
decor

1 Golf•shot
5 Give out
temporarily
9 Burst with
force
14 Weak and
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miscellaneous
HOT SOX to compleme:ni)"'Ut BirkenstOc:ks.. Both It
·~-".:::'ild::.R:::ose,=.:::29:.:1::.0;:Cen=tral=SE.=.....:4:.:129:.::..._ _ __

lip Side's
Weekly Specia

BUY1
GET1

FREE

Monday - Saturday

7:30-8:30

Boogie To:·

"A Good Place To Make Friends"

list 6.98
8TK's list 7.98
Sale 3.,99
Sale 4.99
Captain & Tennille .. Come In
ftom the taln
Klaato
Dave mason- Let It Flow
Ktls Ktlstofferson .. Songs of
Ktlstofferson
.. "!~·~~!.'!'~ - Unmistakably Lou
Thuts.4/28
·Wed.. S/4

IPUBLIC MllETISG. Subject: bike paths 8t skate

Applications Now Being Taken for

Hebrew School Teachers
Contact: Prof. Gisser, 277-2420,294-8831
Prof. Karni, 277-3140, 368-4155
Prof. Pugach, 277-2701,881-4123

:boards. 1Jiiinday, April 28, l2:30'li30, rm. 23!C,
'SUB. ,..,.'28
•· -, . .:~

LP's

UNCLE NASTY'S
Productions

lost & Found

A meclilatiort class is being offered by Symphony or
Lit~: beginning May 2 and meeting every Monday for
eight weeks from S.:IS to6~30p.m.

Mesquite
I

fiNEST SELECTION of handmade wedding sets.
Charlie Romero, 2945 Wyoming NEL 29~~
6901. 4/29
•
WATEI\8EDS: WATJ;R TRIPS,3407 Central N.E.
Catering ~o stud~nt n~ds ~in~ 1971. l11expehsive
fllmhure. Student special; complete waterbr::d~$)'$tem,.
$79.95, 4/29
BICYCLES: llEIITIN BICYCLES, guaranteed 21bs.
lighter wel8ht. R.C, Hallett's, 843·9378. tfn
APRIL CLOSE OUTS; $elected speakers, receivers,
\amplifiers, tape-d¢cksi new, dem-o, used. To SO'le
Qff. M~rant.z, Pioneer, AR. _ESS, ~tc; Hi·Fi House,
30)1 Monte Vista N.E. (near UNMJ; 25S)694, 4129
COMPLJ;TE RACQUETPALL EQUIPMJ;NT at
disco1,1nt prices, The Bike Shop, new location, 8ll
Yale.S.E.Call842-9100. 4/29
.
THJ5 BIKE SJ-JOP spccilits: thorn resistant .1ubes,
$2.50 each: Citadel locks, $13.95. 4129
'7S. KAWASAKI KE12.S, J.qaded, 21" front en~. ful~
knobl)jes, new · $&.W sh~ks, Dassani_ ~xpansion
chamber, •. qulck, good handler... have all Street legal
gear, $450,00, 345-6)94, 4128
BgA,UTIFUL 1953 DODGE. Sp~ial origi11al paint,
25 mpg hwy, ·36,000 miles. 256-9461. 4/29 ·
FENDER R.J-IODES suitcase electric piano: excellerit
condition, $875,00 negotiable. Call Mike, 299-326S~
after 6:00. 4/28
PEAVY 4-CHANNEL P,A., two Shure mics
w/stands. SSOO.OO. Call John, 294-7362 after
6:00, 4128
NICE THREE BEDROOM HOUSE with study, TVroom, , income .. apt .. , UNM-BCMC area, 256• 9461. 4/29
. '=Fl;.:,IL;.:L,.,S,:;IZ,::E::-::,BE::::D::-.-o"'th-er""fu-m"'i-tu-re-.M:-:-us-tse-::-II.""B'"re-nd.,-a,
217.4918. 4129
01BSON SO STANDARD -w/case. Call John, 262..
',....:......:~~::..::::.:.=---~~
0909. 4/29
!.OST: WIRE FRAME prescription glasses. If found,
1964 VOLVO: best offtr, call evenings, 243please call Tom, 89B-58S5. 4128
;;72;::3~4-=4/'72~9=~;::-;;-;--:-;-:--:-:-:-:;=.,-;LOST: 3 mo. old puppy, black with white Chest and
SINGER MACHlN_E: Sewb1g machine, not claimed.
chin. 242-1294. 4129
Equipptd to buttonhole, zig-zag. Pay :S19.00 &. take
LOST: BROWN SUEDE JACKET, probably left on
machine, 255-7534, 4/29
Mall, 4/21177. Please return to Marr<m Hall, rm.
STOP
DUE TO DIVORCE. Brand new classic Ill
131. Reword. 4129
Kirby and attachments, assume payments of 57.47 a.
LOST: female, 7 months old, ~ Shepherd, !4 Husky,
mq., new warranty. 255-7535. 4129
black with white markings, Reward. Call 243·
BANKRUPT STEREO. Just bought out Phoenix
2106. 4{29
stereo stock. Everything must gQ at 40.,t-501Jt off.
FOUND: KJ;YS in Mitchell Hail, 4127. Claim rm.
Rcceiver!f1 tape C8$5eltes, turntables, spri:kersj
'lOS, Marron Halt. 412.9 .
Pion«rt Saruui, Kenwoo~, _Sherwood. t;lc. lSS·
7535.. 412.9
CONTACTS?? CASEY OPTICAl. Company, 2!58736. tfn
PASSPORT, IMM!QRATION,l,D. photos, Lowest
prices in town. Fast, pleas_ing, Call 265-2444 or-·come
lo 1717 Girard Blvd. NE. tfn
A LIMITED number of ba~k I$$U~s of ~he LOJJO ar~
available for 10 cents a copy in room 1~1, Ma:rron
Hall. tfn
OKIES-featuring fooHong hot dogs; only-3fc~nis.
11-3 da;ty, 4129
fiNAL EXAM INFORMATION: History 102
Marrone (M) sect.pns tc;> be given ~t all classes next
week:. Atte.idance mandatory. 4128
If YOU HA,VE two academic years remaining al
UNM (graduate or und_ergrad\IB-~) an~ are charting
your future, 'why not get $100,00 a month by Joining
AFROTC. Afler your two ye~rs the real payorf is an
Air Force .commis$ion and a great way of life,lnquire
now at the Department of AerQ~pace Studies, 1901
Las Lomas, 277-4502. 41Z9
WOULD LIJ(J; TO ORGANIZE synchro swim club.
Interested? Call Mil~e. 271~3~1,.afler 6 p.m. 4/29
AGORA, UNM's student .crisis cerner. We'll listen.
277-3013. 4/29
.
CATCH A RAINBOW in a tube top, chest support
for summer-Wild Rose, 2910 Central SE. 4129
YEAR OLD SPRINGER SPANIEL named 'Lobo
seeks caring adult, 842.·9(;94. 4/29
LOOKING FOR GROUP AB blood donor,. will
compensate. ~lease contact Malaria Project. 277~
3001, 4/29
EISTOO: I eight too much. 4128
ALL AOOBJ:; BOOKS at discount prices. Ch_amiSa
Boots, 3611 Simms S.E. 26~ 1 229. 4128 ·

!'IDS, PETS FINE! Quiet two be<lroom, centr~lalr,
green yard. $160.00, 2~2·1751, Valley Rentals, $20.00
fee, 4129

. employment

TICKETS:
ALBUQUERQUE
TICKET AGENCY
(CORONADO
CENTER)
·• GENE~¥
STORE'.'

·-Fot Sale

East End of
Coronado Center
m-F 10-9
So.t 10-6
Sun 12-5

On Campus

:i~~;:;:~•~mu

•·

Rates

• Unens

-And More-

ROOM AND BOARD
*'1,490/year, based on Double Occupancy, 7 Day Meal Plan

UNM RESIDENCE HALLS
Contact: Housing Reservations
La Posada Hall

..
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. Come Fly With Us ...
What A Challenge!!
·.I

Peace Corps *Vista
On Campus May 2-4
Sign Up Now For Interview
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)Jy Dan Crain
.
color that absorbs heat most readily.
,
·
The first solar-heated home in the University "ghet. to'' neighborhood has been under construction for .
The heated water is then coJlected in a 2800-gallon
two years and should be completed around the begin- tat].k in the basement. The tank is surrounded with
ning of next year.
•
rocks, which pick up heat from the:: tank. Air is then
The house features a distinctive steep-sloping roof
fan-forced over the rocks and heated up. The heated
air is funneled into the house through vents located at
facing south and heating based on the "Thomason
system," which is solar-heated water used to produce
the southern, low-ceilinged end of the wedge-shaped
hot air. .
house. The wedge-shaped design is conducive to good
.The house was designed by D, James See, a licensed . air convection to circulate the air throughout the
architect who .plans to use the house as the subject of house.
his UNM masters thesis. See and his wife, Edith
The "wedge'' design and the ingenious use of winCherry, who is Assistant Dean of UNM College ofAr- dow vents contribute' to a fascinating system of
chitecture, are building it.
cooling in the summer months.
Cherry said the house is designed to be 100 per cent
Cherry said that window vents at the low-ceilinged
self-sufficient in heating and cooling. There is a . end of the house will admit air that will be ~boled as it
pass~s over a garden of tomatoes or Qther plants that.
fireplace to back up the solar heating system,
although fireplaces are relatively inefficie"ilt heating runs the entire southern length of the interior. Larger
d
systems, Cherry said.
f h
A number of design features will contribute to the vents at the apex o t ewe ge will draw the air swiftly
into the house, making for good summer circulation.
overall energy-efficiency of the house.
In addition, hot air, which rises, will flow upward
. The heating system consists of parallel rows of . • along the ceiling and out the vents at the apex.
corrugated metal troughs, or "drip collectors," which
run down the entire surface of the slant~d roof. Water
"But the best thing for cooling," Cherry said, ' 4is
good insulation."
is pumped to the top of the structure and trickles
down the drip collectors, and is heated up by the sun
The house will be insulated with from 6 to 9 1/2 inas it travels down. The collectors are covered with
ches of fiberglass in ceiling and walls and one inch of
tempered glass to prevent the water from being cooied
styrofoam underneath.
·
by the outside air. In addition, the troughs over which
The large windows in the northern vertical wall of
the water trickles will be colored black, which is the
the house will be covered with removable panels in the
winter months to prevent heat loss, Cherry said.

COPIES

See and Cherry have worked full-time
professionally during ·the' two years of construction,
which is why the going has been pretty slow, Cherry
said. She estimated the total cost of the house will be .
about $30,000.
·
~
See and Cherry currently live just behiJ!d their solar
dream house, in a tiny, wedge-shaped cottage with the
Wedge slanting in the opposite direction.
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Beat·. the heat

Antonio.Orendian
,April30
Mr. Orendain is president of the Texas Farm Workers Union
and recently led a march in Texas against the "Right-toWork" law, and for the passage of an agricultural Labor Relations Act and for repeal of Section 14B of the Taft-Hartley
Act. He will speak on the present conditions of the farm
workers in Texas and Mexico and on the gains made by the
Lenten March ... An historical event in Texas.
·

Nationally Recognized Fighter
For Democratic Rights
•

This Event Will Be Hetd By At The·
·Plumbers Union HaH
510 San Pedro. or. SE
7:30 pm Donation $1so

ADVENT HAS NOT BEEN
"RESTING ON ITS LAURELS! ·
'tHE HI-FI HOUSE
.PROUDLY ANNOUNCES

bchl&l¥e

Aclvento.al•r

THE NEW ADVENT SPEAKER!
THE ADVENT HAS BEEN DESIGNED TO:
• Fit the highest category of loudspeaker
quality, with ovrall performance at least
the equal - in every audible resJl.!!cl • of
the more expensive speakers available.
• Does this at. about half the average cosl
of other speakers now generally cansi•
dered the best available.

Earn $15.00a week
Donate Twice Weekly

• Sounds canvirtcing not only on best re·
cordings, buf on the great majority of
recordings of all kinds.

i'

THE NEW ADVENT HAS:

Blood
Plasma

• Increased the rodioted high frequency
energy In the fWeeter because of im·
proved highs. on record, lope & cartridge
monulacture • thus justifying more higli~
in the Adyent.
• The same ~uperior woofer response ofthe
original Aclver.t.

StAY WITH. THE

Donor Center

Albuque~que

Building

Tile Albuquerque EQual Rights Council's
Answer To These Questions Is YES
If Your Answer Is YES, Too,
Then You Will Want To Hear

Do You Need
Cash?

,842-6991

L.aw~School

A.re You l.n Favor Of Safe And Clean Working ·
Conditions? Are You For Equal Rights For Everyone?
Are You Concerned By The Activities Of The Ku Klux
Klan, The Posse Comitatus, ~nd Other Vigilante
Groups? Are You Opposed To The So-Called "RightTo-Work" Laws?

265-34~5

8 am to 5 pm
Tuesday .. Saturday
Doctor in
residence·

Placement Office
Mesa Vista Hall &

·)-. .;;

..

.

! '

• A new walnut cabin!!f with contemporary
contoured front molding.

WINNER!
• over hoff million Advents sold to dote.
• The Advent loudspeakers • most wide·
, ly imitated design of the 1970's

GBHBRAL
STDI\B

111 Harvard SE • 8117 Menaul- NE

• The Advent Loudspeaker • Standard of
comparision for the majority Qf man~·.
ladurers ol speakers at or near tis
price •. ; The Advent • in s.urveys, the
best ~elling speaker mode1 m U.S.

COME IN·
HEAR & COMPARE
WITH LATEST SPEAKERS

,,

UP TO TWICE THE PRICE!
AND STILL THE SAME PRICE
walnut •154
s yearwt!rranty
uiill•y '1 34

1307 Central NE
t
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